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 Reborn 

 
 

As a parent it will be easy for you to know what parenthood means to you because 

you have the first-hand experience to accommodate the identity change and taste the 

mixture of emotions along the growing path of your children. However, we seldom think 

what impact our own existence has brought to our parents; why they have chosen to give 

birth to us and how their lives have changed since the arrival of us. This narrative article 

is my first attempt to find out the meaning of parenthood to my mother, who has brought 

three children to the world. 

 

 

 

               ~JOVA 
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The Beginning of Motherhood 

Not surprisingly, everyone is interested to know how he/she is brought to this world. I 

was told by my mother that my name was officially included under my parents’ family tree 

after 10 hours’ labor in a public hospital. Other than that, I know nothing about my mother’s 

pregnancy. My parents and I rarely talk about it.  

Being a typical Chinese family, we seldom share our feelings or show any affection to 

each other in our family. I was puzzled and reluctant when I was told to complete this 

assignment by interviewing my mother. I asked my mother about the history of my birth with 

hesitation. But to my surprise, she remembered clearly about my birth, much more concise 

and lively than that of my younger sister and brother. Probably due to the fact I am her first 

child, the long labor process stayed in her mind deeply. My father is my mother’s first love, 

they had me just one month after their marriage. My mother said that she was afraid of being 

infertile so they decided to have baby right away. In fact, there was no physical constraint for 

my mother to worry about being infertile at the age of twenty-two. Her worry was simply due 

to the fear that she would not be able to bear a child. I believe this kind of doubt or fear is 

universal among the majority of women, regardless of their racial, cultural or education 

background. 

Beyond their expectation, they succeeded at the first attempt. Thus, my mother said that 

I was a bit too early to appear in the family. The family tree then extended quickly to include 
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my younger sister and brother, one and three years later respectively. 

Back to 30 years ago, antenatal checkup just started to be popular in Hong Kong. My 

mother was selected to have ultrasound scan in one of the trial tests conducted by the 

Hospital Authority. She worried about the side effect of ultrasound as it was such a new 

technology to her and to the public, and there was no one she could ask for advice. She had 

only one ultrasound scan during the whole pregnancy. In contrast, I had ultrasound scan each 

time for my antenatal checkup, roughly 20 times. Mothers in the old days encountered more 

medical concerns or uncertainties than mothers nowadays. We have easy access to medical 

experts to seek for advice, perform advanced maternal checkup to avoid unnecessary risks for 

the good of both babies and mothers. And I believe this is the main reason for the rapidly 

increasing caesarean rate among pregnant women nowadays.  

Some of my pregnant friends are persuaded to have caesarean section by their doctors, 

claiming this is the best option for both mother and baby by eliminating any unexpected 

accidents during the delivery process. To take a rough estimation, 80% of my friends of the 

similar age received caesarean operations; whereas my mother gave birth to three children 

naturally, and so did my mother-in-law. Delivery in natural way was the norm in the past. 

My mother was not well educated about her body and sexual relationship. She was told 

by her mother that a baby was a by-product after a man and a woman slept on the same bed 

and that the baby was born out of the woman’s armpit!  
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My mother miscalculated her menstruation period so my sister was born out of 

expectation. One day, she had a casual conversation with our neighbor who had just delivered 

a baby boy. My mother bet with the neighbor that she would be able to carry a boy in her next 

pregnancy. (Not for betting money but for saving her face!). She did not believe she would 

give birth to girls in a row of three. So she planned to have her third child when I was three 

years old.  

Before interviewing my mother, I believed firmly it was the pressure from my father’s 

family that my mother should have more children till a boy was born. I never thought it was 

my mother’s decision to have the third child to test her fate.  

When my mother found that she was carrying my little brother a few months later, she 

was scared and she took Chinese medicine for an abortion due to financial constraints. My 

parents did not draw up any family plan or take any precaution even though they knew they 

could not afford to raise up three children at one time. Sad to admit, they were not 

responsible parents. Luckily, my little brother survived. I felt the sorrow and regret when my 

mother recalled this unpleasant incident. She blamed the medicine which hindered my 

brother’s brain development resulting in his poor academic performance while my sister and I 

did well in school. My brother, in fact, is a mentally, physically and intellectually healthy 

person. It resolves my doubt for over 30 years that my mother was in favor of my brother 

only. Initially, I thought it was simply due to gender preference that she liked son more. I 
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know the truth now and the secret will be just kept between me and my mother.  

 

Difficulties of Motherhood 

In my mother’s mind, a woman should bear at least one child in her life. Woman without 

a child is like an incomplete puzzle, her life is hardly satisfied and fulfilled. She had brought 

three children to the world but child-bearing was an issue to her. She did not think thoroughly 

what the meaning of motherhood was when she was young. She was confused, uncertain and 

worried to be a mother of three.  

Due to resource constraints, my mother could not manage three children solely by 

herself. I was sent to my paternal grandma’s home and stayed with her and other relatives 

from age two to six. Thus relationship with my mother was very remote at that time. I had 

little connection with my brother and sister either. The family bonding among us was very 

weak and fragile. To me, they were remote relatives whom I met once or twice a month. As 

my father visited me every weekend, I was much closer to him before age six.  

When I first moved back to my parent’s home at age six, the “ice-breaking” period did 

not pass smoothly, my mother was in distress as a result of taking care the three of us. My 

sister was five and my brother was three. My sister did not welcome me. She considered me a 

threat to the resources and attention of my parents. Luckily, my brother was too young to 

notice the changes. The ambience around us was not love and care but coldness and 
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remoteness. My mother worked hard to meet our daily needs while mentally I felt lacking 

connectedness towards her. She was buried under tons of housework. Sad to say, she had no 

spare time to have quality time with the three of us!  

From my recall, my mother did not smile very often in the old days. She is an introvert 

and not good at socializing. There was no close friend to share her difficulties and concerns. 

In summary, my mother’s motherhood is “mainly lived out in a private, domestic sphere” 

(Phoenix and Woollett, 1991). 

She told me briefly that she hit us with a stick whenever we made her upset. She hit my 

little sister the most as she always coughed non-stop. The noise was so annoying that my 

mother could not resist hitting her. My mother has been suffering from coughing in these few 

years. She thinks this is the revenge for what she has done to my sister in the past.  

I did not remember any experience of being hit. My self-defense mechanism buried most 

of my unhappy memories into my subconscious mind. I could recall one upset incident which 

happened at my adolescence, around age 15. On an ordinary night, I bought soup noodle for 

my dinner and ate at the couch. My fingers slipped and all the soup and noodle spread all 

over the couch accidentally. My mother was furious and she yelled at me, complaining how 

much cleaning work she had to do for that. Her response deeply hurt my feelings. For a 

mother who loved her child should have first attended to her child to see if she had got burnt, 

but not the clean-up work. Out of my anger and shameful emotion, I fought back saying, 
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“Shouldn’t you ask if I am being burnt instead of scolding at me!” She was shocked and went 

quiet for a moment. That was the first time I showed my anger explicitly to her. I was always 

calm and quiet no matter what she said. There were always arguments among our family 

members and it was very rare to have a quiet moment at home. I did not want to add more 

noise. The living burdens handicapped my mother from showing core concern to us and 

deprived us of her unconditional love. 

She only praised us when we achieved good academic results. She made some 

materialistic promises like going to Japan Disneyland together if we came to the top three in 

the class. When I came to the third place in primary five, her response was, “Wait till you are 

old enough to go.” I knew it at the beginning that we could not go to Japan. My family did 

not have spare money to travel overseas.  

Never make a promise to a child if you know you cannot keep it. No matter how 

insignificant it is, it will always stay in the child’s mind.   

 

Relations vs. Relationship 

Indeed, my mother engaged all her energy to meet our daily hardware needs, like 

feeding us, keeping us warm, etc. We were related but hardly a relationship was built. I did 

not blame her for this as I believe she has tried her best. However, my sister felt discontented 

for the lack of software, i.e. Love, Care and Bonding, and that had badly affected her 
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adulthood. I will mention this in more detail below.   

I was closer to my father’s family than my mother’s family before attending college, and 

this annoyed my mother. My mother always complained how badly my father’s relatives had 

treated her before they moved out. She magnified the bad and neglected the merits. Our visits 

to my father’s family decreased gradually, thus my bonding to my father’s family got 

weakened. As a child, I believed whatever my mother told me without any doubt. In addition 

to my grandma’s death (my caregiver from age two to six), this altered my affection and 

connectedness to my father’s family. I have become closer to my mother’s family since then.   

My sister, brother and I started to share some housework after going to college and my 

mother had more free time for herself. She got a job as a cashier in a nearby restaurant. I 

noticed the dramatic change to her, she became a happy and easy-going person. The job did 

not only provide additional income to our family but, more importantly, give her the 

recognition of social status which she would have never achieved as a full time mother. 

“Occupation of mothering is the most socially undervalued occupation of all”. (Oakley, 1 

993:92). It is a round the clock job, with no pay rise, sick leave, holidays nor any employee 

benefits.  

Nevertheless, the ambience at home during our young adulthood had little improvement. 

Each member of our family had their own “destination” to strive for. Father and mother were 

busy with their work, while we three siblings studied on our own. We were like strangers 
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with little interaction. It is heartbroken to say that companionship could not be found in our 

family.  

My mother never asked my little sister and brother to address me “elder sister” when I 

moved back home at age six, and thus they always called me by my full Chinese name! Till I 

had my English nickname in college, they called me by my English nickname. Respect and 

trust were rarely found among us as we seldom shared our stories and feelings with each 

other. We were more like neighbors than siblings, we lived under the same roof but did not 

“know” each other well. 

 

Turning Point of Motherhood 

My sister was somehow influenced badly by the cold and distant relationship of our 

family. She wrote two letters two years ago, one to me and one to my mother. In the letters, 

she detailed all the unhappy moments she experienced at her teens. She wrote “I hate you” in 

the last sentence in both letters! It was at that moment that I realised she had been receiving 

treatment from a psychologist for more than two years. My mother also knew nothing about 

this. A few days after I received the letter, her psychologist called me to arrange a visit to his 

office to talk about my sister’s situation. I was very worried and tried to recall all the 

incidents she mentioned in the letter, but I could not remember any of them. I barely 

remember one incident she blamed me for bumping into the washroom while she was taking 
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a bath.  

During the visit, I was told that my sister was emotionally unstable as she thought my 

mother, father and me did not care about her. The psychologist went through all the incidents 

my sister was angry about and asked her to write them down in a letter. One thing in 

particular was that my sister felt abused when my mother always talked about her fatness. 

Honestly, I could not recall all those incidents and wondered why my sister focused so deeply 

on those unhappy past incidents as they were trivial matters to me. My mother showed her 

concern in a disturbing way. I told the psychologist that I should have had the similar 

experience and feelings through living under the same environment, but somehow I had put 

all my misfortunes aside and buried them. I just looked ahead. The psychologist replied, 

“People are different. You are a practical and rational person. In contrast, your sister is an 

affectionate and sensitive person. You should appreciate your sister’s character rather than to 

judge her.” I was speechless. I always evaluate people with my standard and ruler. People 

around us always praised me for my good manner and lovely appearance before my sister and 

brother when we were young. Selfishness made me blind to my sister’s inferior feeling. I was 

ashamed to have done nothing to improve our relationship in the past. 

My mother was scared to death after reading the letter. I told her about my conversation 

with the psychologist. At that moment, I could truly feel her love for my sister and the worry 

in her eyes. I visited the psychologist two times more to understand how those past incidents 
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had hurt my sister and expressed my concerns to her.  

With the help of the psychologist and the birth of my daughter, my mother, my sister and 

I started to rebuild our bonding. Though there are still some cracks to be filled, I am 

confident that our relationship will improve further. My sister will come to my home to play 

with my daughter every now and then.  

My younger brother still lives with my parents. Since my parents have learnt a lesson, 

they now express their concerns in a more understanding manner and the extent of argument 

has then been greatly reduced.  

My mother used to worry a lot and liked to discuss my brother’s love affair after he 

became single at the age of twenty-five. Now he is thirty. My mother starts to realise her 

non-stop pushy talking is helpless, yet such behaviour has pushed my brother away from her. 

She now only talks whenever my brother is ready. However, my brother is more repellent to 

my father now, as he has taken up the role of a “mother” after his retirement. He mumbles 

and worries too much. We always make fun of him by calling him “teapot” father. 

 

 Relationship under Family Tree 

To my knowledge, my mother was quite close to her mother. She visited grandma 

regularly and took grandma to visit a doctor if needed. My grandma was the second wife of 

my maternal grandfather, she had two sons and three daughters. It was very obvious that my 
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maternal grandma valued sons much more than daughters. She spent more efforts, time and 

money on my two uncles. She intended to leave most of her assets to my uncles after her 

death. My mother did not complain at all. She respected my grandma.  

My maternal grandma was born in a poor village in China. She migrated to Hong Kong 

illegally when she was twenty. My mother helped my grandma sell food and snacks on the 

street at age 12. Such an experience caused my grandma to regard money as the top priority 

of her life. Money gave her a sense of security and such value was passed to my mother, and 

then, unfortunately, to me along the family chain. My husband has spent a lot of efforts to 

help me transform into a contented person.  

The elder daughter of my grandma, had not contacted my grandma for 15 years because 

she was in debt to her. It was only after my grandma passed away last year that my uncle and 

the other auntie re-established communication with her for the funeral arrangement.  

The relationship between my mother and her sisters were remote. Apart from having no 

interaction with my elder auntie, my mother was reluctant to develop intimacy with her 

younger sister. One of my younger auntie’s sons started college in the United States three 

months ago and my auntie’s husband also moved there. I asked my mother if they were 

alright, but she had no clue at all. She is not the kind of person who will call a friend or 

relative to chit chat for an hour. To express concerns explicitly is always a difficult task for 

her and thus her social circle is limited. Her best friend and soul mate is my father indeed.  
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I have found similarity to my mother in terms of my isolating character. I like to be 

alone and in solitary. I am afraid to build up an intimate relationship as I believe it will bring 

me trouble somehow or affect my stable emotion. I prefer to live in a calm and peaceful way, 

not allowing my mood to swing between happiness and sadness. The turning point is the birth 

of my daughter. 

 

The Birth of Little Angel 

My daughter was born three years ago and that was the happiest and greatest moment in 

my life. I encountered some difficult moments during pregnancy. I suffered hyperactive 

airway and GDM (Gestational Diabetes Mellitus). Yet I was blessed to deliver a healthy baby 

smoothly. My daughter is a strong catalyst to strengthen the bonding between my husband 

and me, my sister and me, and my parents and me.    

When life became routine and lack of vitality, our child brought me and my husband 

energy and motive to refine our goals and move forward. The love for our daughter is 

unconditional and infinite. The way she interacts with us is pure and genuine. 

 My husband and I experience our childhood again. We see life as amazing and full of 

opportunities. We are reminded to admire people and the nature surrounding us. She also 

redefines our identity from “taker” to “giver” in the family. The transition goes well. We are 

happy and contented to become the “giver”.  
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I can feel my mother’s deep affection for my daughter. Sometimes I overlook minor 

issues like forgetting to put a cotton ball to cover my daughter’s ears when washing her hair. 

My mother corrects me at the spot. She cares for my daughter’s health a lot and always urges 

us to take her to see a doctor while we believe letting our girl’s immune system to work is the 

best solution. This reminds me of an incident in which I felt her concern for me twenty years 

ago. That was the waiting moment in a clinic for my abnormal rib checkup report. She was 

terrified that I might have got bone cancer and her eyes were red. I was innocent at that time 

and asked her why she wanted to cry.  

She thinks my husband and I are being harsh to our daughter in forcing her to take care 

of herself too early, like doing cleaning work, feeding by herself…etc. She forgot that she had 

trained her children to be an independent person much earlier. My sister, brother and I were 

very good at taking care of ourselves and we could solve practical problems at an early age. 

Our “internal working systems” have been well adapted to help us survive. But we have 

missed the development of emotional and interpersonal attributes. This hinders our ability to 

build relationship with other individuals to form a family and to enjoy life.   

My mother is very eager to get closer to my daughter. She likes to hold and hug her a lot. 

Like most grandparents, she always thinks her granddaughter is smarter and prettier than 

others of the same age. She told me all the little funny incidents she had with her alone. I can 

see her “mothering glow” getting brighter and brighter. She takes care of my daughter with 
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great patience and care. I picture the same scene of my mother taking care of me when I was 

a baby. I feel the love and connection from my mother again.   

 

Enlightenment 

After the passage of time, my mother now knows she can do better mothering. She 

believes children are “fresh and blood” detached from her body. She thinks all of us were 

pretty at the first sight though our faces were swollen and ugly just out from her uterus.  

My mother has learnt to be a better mother after a series of lessons. She has no regret to 

give birth to the three of us. All the confusion and depression have vanished as she sees her 

children grow up.  

I believe my mother has tried her best to be a good mother. She did not have a good 

mothering model to follow. She was alone without practical and mental supports. These 

factors prevented her from being a good mother. 

As a mother now, I am able to resonate those difficult moments she encountered. We can 

now communicate mutually without barrier. I understand the real her better now. 
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